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ABSTRACT

This study investigated the correlation between the audience’s exposure to nine characteristics of political media messages and their attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra. It also examined the Two-Step Flow of Communication Model (Star & Hughes, 1950) in the political communication context in Thailand. Research hypotheses predict that audience’s exposure to political media messages during 2005 – 2006 correlates with their negative attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin. The survey research was conducted with 300 college students in Bangkok who are the current members of the Political Assembly. Findings revealed that the audience’s exposure to five types of political media messages (logical arguments, logical and emotional arguments, two-sided messages, persuasive messages, political media messages with political opinion leaders’ comments), to political messages via mass media and via political opinion leaders were significantly negatively correlated with their political attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin. It was also found that political opinion leaders did not serve as a mediating variable as postulated by The Two-Step Flow of Communication.
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INTRODUCTION

During the 2001 - 2006 Thaksin government, the differences that happened in the political news reporting became significantly evident: from admiration to criticism and from criticism to resistance to the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra (Vachirarungchai, 2006). The review of political information in mass media during the Thaksin government reveals that the negative news reporting of the former Prime Minister Thaksin and his party during the mid 2004 – 2006 increased rapidly, until it led to the 2006 political turmoil as well as the division of the major Thai mass media and Thai people, which can be divided into two groups---those who supported and those who opposed the former Prime Minister Thaksin (McCargo, 2000; Phijidtar, 2003; Matichon, 2005; Taisuriyathamma, 2004; Vachirarungchai, 2006).

For these political incidents, the Thaksin government was discredited and distrusted by the majority of middle and upper-middle class Thai people (Vachirarungchai, 2006; Matichon, 2005; A Free Press?, Internet, 2006).

As a result, this phenomenon made the researcher become interested in investigating whether and how the college students’ exposure to various political media messages and to political messages via three kinds of the political opinion leaders is correlated with their negative attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra.

LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESE

Five important concepts -- media effects, attitude formation and change, message contents, source credibility and political opinion leaders – and the Two-Step Flow of Communication Model were reviewed for the development of research hypotheses.

Media Effects

Lippmann’s and Lasswell’s studies found that mass communication could become the basis for people’s view of the world and the essential tools for manipulation and social control. This finding led to the political communication study. However, based on Lazarsfeld, Berelson, and Gaudet (1968), who investigated the 1940 presidential campaign using panel techniques to acquire the respondents’ response right before the potential voters made up their minds who would be the 1940 president, it was concluded that the mass media had light effects on the audience. In addition, other researchers yielded support to these findings (Berelson, Lazarsfeld, and McPhee, 1954; DeFleur and Dennis, 1994; Klapper, 1960; Rowland, 1983; Frey and Campbell, 1978).

Although the concept of minimal effects is widely accepted among many political communication researchers, some researchers attempted to challenge this concept because they believed that media messages had strong effects (Merrill, Lee, & Friedlander, 1994, p. 77-95). This argument led to the increasing investigation of the powerful effects of the mass media. Most of those studies proposed that mass media have an influence on the receiver’s attitudes. For example, in the period of the 1980’s, Senator Jesse Helms was interested in taking over CBS with the aim to shape its news coverage. During the 1992 Campaign, Vice President Dan Quayle attempted to bring the issue of “family
values” to the media and public agenda. Moreover, the 1996 Republican candidate, Robert Dole, decried the violence in films and congratulated producers of films that promote wholesome values, such as the Independence Day’s celebration of patriotism (Sparks, 2002). Based on all of these examples, it is obvious that the mass media have become essential tools for politicians. Consequently, it is not surprising that most of the politicians used the mass media to achieve reelection and to gain support for their political goals.

The review of above research leads to the presumption that the audience’s exposure to the political information in the mass media is likely to have result in their attitude formation and change. This presumption led to the following review of the literature on attitude formation and change.

Attitude Formation and Change

Many evidences suggested that the mass media tend to serve as reinforcing agents for media messages. Most of the listeners and readers do not switch their attitudes when they are exposed to the political news reported by the mass media. The researchers found that their original positions are likely to be reinforced, and whatever attitude change occurs is in the form of further strengthening the original attitudes (Berelson, Lazarsfeld, & McPhee, 1954; Lazarsfeld, Berelson, and Gaudet, 1968).

However, other studies indicated that political messages were highly likely to influence the attitude formation and change. For example, Annis and Meier (1934), who believed that media messages based on rational and emotional strategies are the crucial factor in shaping political attitudes, conducted an experimental study to investigate the influence of published materials based on logical and emotional strategies on Prime Minister Hughes. They found that those who had read pro-Hughes materials were much more favorable to him than those who had been exposed to anti-Hughes articles. In addition, the findings of Lang and Lang (1983) revealed that the political news relating to Richard Nixon during the Watergate Scandal affected the popular rating of Nixon. Similarly, the media coverage of Iran-Contra Scandal and the Persian Gulf War affected President George Bush’s rating. Therefore, these findings indicate that political messages using logical and emotional strategies influenced the receiver’s attitudes. Other studies (Lynda, 2004; Ansolabehere and Iyengar 1995; Zaller, 1992) also yielded support for this result.

Accordingly, this study attempts to investigate the correlations between the audiences’ exposure to various types of political messages in the major mass media and their attitudes toward a prominent Thai politician. The message variables are reviewed below.

Message Variable: Rational versus Emotional Messages

Several researches noted that “at heart” people are rational beings who only respond favorably to emotional messages when rational alternatives are not available. For this reason, most of the receivers tend to respond to logical messages more than to emotional messages. However, some studies argue that the use of evidence, logical structure, and tight organization is not persuasive unless the evidence or structure is used to make an appeal to the emotions (Josephine and Wright, 1979; Petty and Cacioppo, 1984). This discussion of messages strategies research cannot indicate clearly which message strategies have sufficient influence to change the audience’s opinion (Rolloff, 1983). However, in fact, journalists, reporter, and writer use both logical and emotional messages in order to convince their audiences to believe in those particular issues (Kaid, 2004). Therefore, the researcher proposes the first hypothesis regarding the correlation between audience’s exposure to rational and emotional messages and their attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra.

H#1: College students’ exposure to political media messages that use both rational and emotional
arguments correlates negatively with their attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra to greater extent than does exposure to messages that use either rational or emotional arguments.

Massage Variable: One-Sided versus Two-Sided Messages

Not only do rational and emotional messages affect attitude change, but also do one-sided messages and two-sided messages. Most of the researchers’ studies revealed that two-sided messages are more effective than one-sided messages because the information of two-sided messages is more credible and reasonable than that of the one-sided messages (Defluer and Dennis, 1994; Jackson and Allen, 1982).

There has often been speculation that the advantage of the two-sided messages might depended upon other factors; commonly suggested possible factors include the audience’s educational level, the audience’s familiarity with issue, and audience’s initial attitudes on the topic (whether the audience is initially favorable or unfavorable to the position advocated). For both familiar and unfamiliar topics, two-sided messages are more effective than one-sided messages, but the advantage is greater for familiar than for unfamiliar ones. Thus, it appeared that most of speaker, writer, reporter, and journalists along with persuader are well advised to employ two-sided-messages rather than one-sided messages (even on issue unfamiliar to the audience).

However, Moss and Tubbs’s research found that one-sided messages seemed to work better if most of the members of the audience are poorly educated or of low intelligence. As the sample of this study is the college students who are quite well-educated and familiar with political issues, their attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin should be correlated to greater extent with two-sided than one-sided messages. Consequently, the researcher predicts:

H#2: College students’ exposure to two-sided political media message correlates negatively with their attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra to greater extent than does exposure to one-sided political media messages.

Message Variable: Persuasive versus Non-Persuasive Messages

The pioneering work in the persuasive messages in terms of politics, focused on the role of propaganda in forming public attitudes. Scholars and observers who examined the activities of skilled mass persuaders’ activities, such as Roosevelt and Hitler, found that persuasive messages influenced attitude formation and change because the citizens’ needs could be satisfied by the mass media content, such as the reinforcement of weak predispositions, the guidance for decision-making, the excitement from following the political game, and so forth (Sparks, 2002). Moreover, most panel studies on political attitudes and behaviors in presidential elections were conducted increasingly due to the fact that most of the scholars presumed that a plethora of persuasive messages during the election influenced the political attitude and voting behaviors. Based on these studies, it leads to the development of the third hypothesis.

H#3: College students’ exposure to persuasive political media messages correlates negatively with their attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra to greater extent than does exposure to non-persuasive political media messages.

Source Credibility

A large number of literatures have concluded that the source credibility is an important element in persuasion (Anderson and Clevenger, 1963). For these reasons, it is considered one of the essential variables influencing the receivers to accord with the news reporting.

According to Kinder’s study, the credibility of presidential candidates and presidents depended on the performance (expertise) and promises (trustworthiness) during their campaigns. Kinder
investigated George Bush’s credibility and found that most of the American people chose Bush as their next president because of his competency, leadership ability, integrity, and empathy. However, Bush’s trustworthiness was reduced considerably because he did not follow his promises. During his campaign for the presidency, he promised the voters that there would be no tax increase if he were elected, but the financial crisis, a growing deficit, and other problems in 1990 caused President Bush to increase tax. As a result, President Bush’s credibility was damaged (Reardon, 1991). From this research, this concept could be linked to the credibility of Thaksin Shinawatra. His credibility was reduced dramatically due to his negative performance on such matters as tax invasion and his cabinet being accused of corruption. In brief, the credibility of a politician is more or less determined by the politician’s performance and promise.

Although, source credibility is regarded as playing an important role to establish the reliability toward messages, some political researchers noted that political messages presented by high source credibility are not sufficient to the audience’s attitude change (Berlo, Lemert, and Mertz, 1969).

This research, therefore, examined another factor called political opinion leaders that are believed to exert an influence on audience cognition.

Political Opinion Leaders
Several researchers presumed that message contents reported by various kinds of mass media are the crucial factor in shaping and changing political attitudes; however, Paul F. Lazarsfeld and his colleagues found that political media coverage given by political opinion leaders are likely highly to switch the voters’ perception process. This is because the voters evaluate other people’s attitudes while forming their own attitudes. As a result, several scholars presumed that what citizens discussed with others may be more influential than what they received as information from the media. At the same time, Berelson, Lazarsfeld, and McPhee (1954) found that when faced with voting decisions, many voters simply did not rely on information from the media and instead sought advice from people they respected, either to find out how to vote or to reinforce the decision already made. Consequently, much political information reached the public only after it had passed through political media coverage given by political opinion leaders. Based on these studies, the concept of political opinion leader can be linked to the political events during the Thaksin government. In that period of time, the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra was the first prime minister in Thailand, to whom a large number of political elites have opposed. As a result, it is likely that major Thai media’s coverage of these political opinion leaders’ negative comments toward the Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra affected young audience’s attitude formation and change. The review of above research leads to this study’s fourth assumption.

H#4: College students’ exposure to political media messages with political opinion leaders’ comments correlates negatively with their attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra to greater extent than does exposure to political media messages without political opinion leaders’ comments.

As opinion leaders are major component of the Two-Step Flow of Communication Model, the literature review includes the discussion of this model.

Two-Step Flow of Communication Model
Star and Hughes (1950) proposed that information given by opinion leaders through media coverage is probably the important variables to opinion formation and change. Consequently, in 1949, they collected the data that lead to the development of the hypotheses which have been called “the two-step flow” of the mass media influence. In that period of time, they were interested in the effects of a six-week campaign in Cincinnati on
political opinions on the United Nations. After the political campaigns were ended, it was found that there was very relatively little attitude change. Consequently, they hypothesized that after the presentation of materials through the mass media channels had been made, people in the city turned for conforming evidence to several political opinion leaders and that through political media coverage given by these political opinion leaders, attitude changes were finally made.

This conceptual framework was first fully formulated by Lazarsfeld, Berelson, and Gaudet in The People’s Choice, a report of an election campaign. The research findings confirmed the central notion. That is, the mass media are the first step in reinforcing the audience’s attitudes, while opinion leaders are regarded as the final step that results in the audience’s attitude change. The credibility of the two step flow theory is significantly increased after the research of Lowery and De Fleur, which revealed that the mass media are highly unlikely to cause people to do things that they really do not want to do. In addition, other researchers yielded support to these findings (Berelson, Lazarfeld, and McPhee, 1954; O’Keefe, 1950, O’Keefe, 1990, Fisher and Adams, 1994). The unique assumption of the two-step flow leads to the development of the last hypothesis of this research.

H#5: The college students’ exposure to political media messages and their attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra are negatively correlated through the effects of political opinion leaders.

RESEARCH METHOD

To test the above hypotheses, the survey research was conducted with 300 college students within a one-month period from April 1 to May 1, 2007.

Sample

The population of this study is college students who are current members of an active political club in higher educational institutions in the Bangkok area. According to the online search on political assemblies in higher education institutions (Universities in Bangkok area, Internet, 2005), there are 28 universities in the Bangkok area that have a Political Assembly (See the name list of the higher educational institutions in Bangkok in Table 1). According to the number of relevant universities, the purposive sampling was used for selecting higher educational institutions in the Bangkok area that play a prominent role in Thai politics. The researcher reviewed both primary and secondary data and found that students from two public universities—Thammasat University and Ramkhamhaeng University—have been playing a crucial role in political participation for a long time (Morell and Somudavanja, 1981). Meanwhile, one private university, Rangsit University, is regarded as the Central Organization of Political Assemblies that relate to political activities over five years (Student Center for Democracy, Internet, 2006). Due to their high interest in politics, the college students in these universities are highly likely to be exposed to political information in mass media. Consequently, their responses to the investigation of the potential relation between their exposure to political media messages and political attitudes are likely to be more valid than responses from students who are not members of the group.

Based on the data gained from the Student Affairs Office of three universities, the total number of political assembly members in these selected institutions equals to 1,200 persons. Based on the Yamane’s (1967) formula, (to lower the probability (risk) of having an error above .05), when the population is 1,200, this study requires 300 research participants.
Research Instruments

The questionnaire contains four sections:

Section 1: Participants’ Attitudes toward former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra

The first section of the questionnaire consisted of twenty-three statements designed to measure the participants’ attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra using the five-point scale, ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). The scales of the statements 10-23 are reversed, namely, 1 (from strongly disagree to strongly agree) and 5 (from strongly agree to strongly disagree).

Section 2: Exposure to Political Media Messages

This section is composed of nine categories of political messages (rational messages, emotional messages, rational and emotional arguments, one-sided messages, two-sided messages, persuasive messages, non-persuasive messages, messages with political opinion leaders’ comments, and messages without political opinion leaders’ comments). These messages were excerpted from the major print and online media in Thailand. This instrument aims to measure the participants’ frequency of exposure to political media messages using the five-point scale, ranging from 1 (never) to 5 (regularly).

Section 3: Personal Data

This section consists of questions asking the participants to specify their demographics including gender, age, academic major, educational institution, family income, and their head of the household’s education level and occupation.

Section 4: Message Channels

The last section of the questionnaire asked the participants about their frequency of exposure to political information via thirteen message channels using the five-point scale, ranging from 1 (never) to 5 (regularly).

Procedures

Before distributing the questionnaire to the participants by hand at each university, the researcher had it translated into Thai by using the method of back translation. That is, the statements of all instruments were translated into English, and then translated back into Thai. During the data collection, the researcher asked for assistance from the Presidents of the political assembly of each sampled university in order to distribute the questionnaires to their members, who can be regarded as the representatives of college students who are active members of a political assembly in Bangkok area. The researcher distributed 150 questionnaires at Thammasat University, 120 questionnaires at Ramkhamhaeng University, and 100 questionnaires at Rangsit University. Within one week, the researcher received 300 sets of questionnaires from the sampled universities -- 127 questionnaires (42.3%) from Thammasat University, 104 questionnaires (34.7%) from Ramkhamhaeng University, and 69 questionnaires (23%) from Rangsit University (see Table 2). The data collection was done between April 1 and May 1, 2007.

RESULTS

The Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient is used to investigate the relationships between variables presented in the research hypotheses (see Table 3). In addition, in the supplemental analysis section, t-test independent sample and One-Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) are performed to analyze the impact of respondents’ demographics on their attitudes toward Thaksin Shinawatra (see Table 4).

Hypothesis # 1 predicts that the college students’ exposure to political media messages that use both logical and emotional arguments does correlate negatively to their attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra, to a greater extent than does exposure to messages that use either logical or emotional arguments.

Pearson’s correlation analysis reveals that college students who were exposed to political media messages using both logical and emotional arguments ($r = -0.176**$, $p < .01$), and political media messages using
only logical argument ($r = -1.60^{**}, p < .01$) are likely to have negative attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra (see Table 1).

In short, the first research hypothesis is partially supported because it presumed that exposure to either logical messages or emotional messages does not significantly correlate with the college student’s attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin. However, the result Pearson’s Correlation analyses reveal that the exposure to only logical media messages is associated with the respondents’ negative attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin. When comparing the Pearson’s correlation value between both logical and emotional arguments and only logical arguments, it was found that the Pearson’s correlation value of messages using both logical and emotional arguments ($r = -1.76^{**}, p < .01$) is higher than that of messages using only logical arguments ($r = -1.60^{**}, p < .01$) or those using only emotional arguments ($r = -0.77, p > .05$).

Hypothesis # 2 proposes that the college students’ exposure to two-sided political media messages does correlate negatively with their attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra to a greater extent than does exposure to one-sided political media messages.

The Pearson’s correlation analysis in Table 1 indicates that there is no statistically significant negative correlation between the college students’ exposure to one-sided political media messages and their attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra ($r = -.052, p > .05$). However, there is a statistically significant negative correlation between the college students’ exposure to two-sided political media messages and their attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra ($r = -.132^{*}, p < .05$). It means that the more respondents are exposed to two-sided political media messages, the more their attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin are negative. In addition, the comparison of the Pearson’s correlation values between exposure to one-sided and two-sided political media messages reveal that the value of two-sided political media messages ($r = -1.32^{*}, p < .05$) is higher than that of one-sided political media messages ($r = -0.52, p > .05$). As a result, the second research hypothesis is supported.

Hypothesis # 3 states that the college students’ exposure to persuasive political media messages does correlate negatively with their attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra, to a greater extent than does exposure to non-persuasive political media messages.

In Table 1, the correlation analysis indicates that the college students’ attitudes were negative toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin, when being exposed to persuasive political media messages. In other words, there was a statistically significant negative correlation between the independent and dependent variables ($r = -.131^{*}, p < .05$). However, there is no statistically significant negative correlation between the college students’ exposure to non-persuasive political media messages and their attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra ($r = -.023, p > .05$). The comparison of the Pearson’s correlation values between exposure to persuasive and non-persuasive political media messages reveal that the value of persuasive political media messages ($r = -1.31^{*}, p < .05$) is higher than that of non-persuasive political media messages ($r = -.023, p > .05$). As a result, the third research hypothesis is supported.

Hypothesis # 4 proposes that the college students’ exposure to political media messages with political opinion leaders’ comments does correlate negatively with their attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra, to a greater extent than does exposure to political media messages without political opinion leaders’ comments.

The Pearson’ correlation analysis was performed to test the hypothesis. In table 1, the analysis reveals that the college students’ exposure to political media messages with political opinion leaders’ comments...
does correlate negatively with their attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra ($r = - .335^{**}, p < .01$). In contrast, the analysis of Pearson’s correlation indicates the negative relationship between exposure to political messages without political opinion leaders’ comments and the respondents’ attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin was not significant ($r = -.900, p > .05$). The comparison of the Pearson’s correlation values between exposure to political media messages with political opinion leaders’ comments and messages without political opinion leaders’ comments reveals that the value of messages with political opinion leaders’ comments ($r = -.335^{**}, p < .01$) is much higher than that of messages without political opinion leaders’ comments ($r = -.900, p > .05$). Accordingly, the fourth hypothesis is supported.

Hypothesis # 5 predicts that the college students’ exposure to political messages via mass media and their attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra are correlated through the effect of political opinion leaders.

According to Table 2, the result of Pearson’s bivariate correlation conveys that there are quite strong correlations between the college students’ exposure to political messages via three kinds of political opinion leaders as the independent variables and their attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra as the dependent variable. The highest correlation belongs to the leading protesters ($r = -.317^{**}, p < .01$), followed closely by the politicians ($r = -.313^{**}, p < .01$), and the political scholars ($r = -.311^{**}, p < .01$) respectively. In other words, the more the college students are exposed to political messages via three kinds of the political opinion leaders, the more their attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra becomes negative. However, the research findings also suggest that there are weaker correlations between the college students’ exposure to political messages via mass media and their attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra.

In short, when the correlation values between the exposure to political messages via three kinds of political opinion leaders and the exposure to political messages via mass media are compared, it is obvious that the correlations of the exposure to political messages via three kinds of the political opinion leaders and negative response on Thaksin are stronger than that of the exposure to political messages via mass media.

In addition to the bivariate correlation, the partial correlations between exposure to political messages via mass media, exposure to political messages via political opinion leaders, and attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra were analyzed. The partial correlation coefficient between the college students’ exposure to the political messages via political opinion leader and their attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin, when the effect of mass media is controlled, is statistically significant ($r = -.497^{***}, p < .000$). Similarly, the correlation between the exposure to the political messages via mass media and their attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin, when the effect of political opinion leader is controlled, is statistically significant ($r = -.385^{***}, p < .000$, see Table 3). The significant correlation between the college students’ exposure to the political messages via mass media and their attitudes was found. This result does not support the Two-Step Flow of Communication Model, which postulates that the audience’s exposure to political messages via mass media and their attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra are correlated through political opinion leaders. When the effect of political opinion leaders is controlled, the correlation between the exposure to political messages via mass media and their attitudes toward Thaksin must be zero in order to support the model. However, their correlation is significantly negative ($r = -.385^{***}, p < .000$). Consequently, this hypothesis is rejected.

This finding also indicates that the negative correlation between the college students’ exposure to
the political messages via political opinion leaders and their attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra is stronger than that of their exposure to the political messages via mass media and their attitudes toward him. This implies that both audiences’ exposures to the political messages via mass media and via political opinion leaders are independently correlated with their attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra (see figure 1).

Supplemental Analysis

The T-test independent sample analysis revealed that the gender, level of study, working status, and relative/parents’ relating to politic do not lead to respondents’ different attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra. However, the result of One-way ANOVA indicates that the respondents’ academic disciplines, which is categorized into three distinct branches: Social Sciences, Arts/Humanities, and Sciences, are another significant factor that leads to their different attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra. The finding also indicates that Social Sciences students’ attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin are likely to be the most negative ($x = 71.0$), followed closely by Arts/Humanities students’ attitudes ($x = 63.9$), and Sciences students’ attitudes ($x = 58.1$) respectively (see Table 4).

DISCUSSION

The research findings reported above provide an answer for the first research question – How does the college students’ exposure to various political media messages correlate with their attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin? That is, the college students’ attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin are likely to be negative when being exposed to both logical and emotional arguments, only logical arguments, two-sided messages, persuasive messages, and political media messages with political opinion leaders’ comments (see Table 1).

The research finding of the fifth hypothesis provides the answer for the second research question – How does the college students’ exposure to the political messages via political opinion leaders correlate with their attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra? The finding reveals that the more the college students’ are exposed to political messages via political opinion leaders, particularly three kinds of the opinion leaders (leading protestors, politicians, and political scholars), the more their attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra become negative. In addition, it also answers the third research question – Does the college students’ exposure to the political messages in mass media and their attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra correlate through the effect of political opinion leaders? The findings indicate that the Two-Step Flow of Communication Model is not applicable to political communication since it cannot accurately explain the relationships between the audience’s exposure to the political messages via mass media and their attitudes toward a particular politician. In other words, political opinion leader does not mediate the relationship between mass media and audience’s response as the model postulates. Based on this finding, the audience’s political attitudes are likely to be directly correlated not only with their exposure to the political messages via political opinion leaders, but also with their exposure to messages via mass media.

Although the majority of the research hypotheses are of a statistically significant relationship, all of the Pearson’s correlation values are not high. They imply that the political media messages studied in this research project are not the sole factor that relates to audience’s attitudes toward a particular politician. Other variables that are likely to influence audience’s attitude formation and change such as political messages presented via interpersonal channels should be explored in future research.
LIMITATION AND IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

This study employed only students who are current members of active political assembly in universities in Bangkok area. Therefore, this sample cannot represent all Thai students or the general public in Thailand. As a result, the findings of this research project can be generalized only to college students who are members of the political assembly.

In addition, Most of the information in the questionnaire was excerpted from print media (newspapers, political magazines, and political books) and online media (internet) Accordingly, this research project is unable to make a definite conclusion that the audience’s exposure to all kinds of mass media, especially broadcast one, correlated negatively with their political attitudes toward the former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra.

Moreover, most of the questions in the questionnaire are the political incidents happening in the past. As a result, research participants are required to recall those incidents when they are asked to respond to the research questions.

In the future, this study should be replicated using bigger and different samples, especially the college students in rural areas. A variety of sample helps to provide audience’s different perspectives of politics. In fact, general public’s attitudes toward the political events happening in the Thaksin government are more interesting than specific groups’ attitudes. If time and budget allow, the general public, who are between 18 and 60, is a better sample for investigating the potential influence of political messages in the major Thai mass media. Future research should also compare potential impact of different types of media on the audience’s political attitudes.

In addition, it would be fruitful to investigate political messages via interpersonal channels because the research findings of this study reveal that audience’s exposure to political opinion leaders’ comments correlated more with their political attitudes than did their exposure to political messages via mass media. Audience’s interpersonal communication with family, friends, and colleagues may possibly lead to significant opinion formation and change due to their day-to-day interaction with these people.
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